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Peace Quarter is going green! For its
second edition, our journal puts

on the color of sustainability, the
color of hope, the color of renewal.
This quarter, you will indeed find
several refreshing articles from
around the world.

From Ghana, Dennis Penu
comes back on the origins of the
Charter, and encourages us to stick
together and keep communicating
within our network, and beyond.

Firuza Umarova talks about world issues,
and offers a great and concise review of the 6 key
challenges in African economic growth.

We get to know each other a bit better in
the Fellows corner, and finally, Enika

Bushi and Oliver Rieche share some
very exciting experiences from
different peace programs. Get
inspired by Enika, and her path
from Albania to the One Young
World program in Pittsburgh, and
get to know Oliver's impressive

dedication and commitment to an
ambitious cause: a world without

nuclear weapons.

We hope you will enjoy reading this second
edition, and we will see you again in summer.
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Let's live the Charter!

That commitment resulted in the adoption of the
Charter of the Peace Conference of Youth. As a
member of PCY 2010 and as a part of that memorable
event in the presence of His Holiness the 14th Dalai
Lama at the Osaka International Centre it has always
been my wish that succeeding generations of
PCY fellows and their peers will be
inspired and bonded by the inspiring
preamble.

“We, the members of the Peace
Conference of Youth, resolve to work
together in a spirit of unity and
solidarity, to fully take advantage of the
opportunity to share knowledge and ideas
with all other members, to include all
members in supportive dialogue…”

The PCY charter as it is now, guides us
with this preamble to always seek to use the
friendship and community we have acquired from our
visits to Osaka in sharing our ideas, working together
to make our dreams come true.

There are many thematic areas that the Charter
highlighted. These include: Conflict and Weapons,
Poverty eradication, good governance, Human rights,
Health and the environment.

It is my firm belief that, all of the carefully selected
fellows that have attended the PCY over the past four
years have been working or aspire to work in the
various thematic areas that have been captured in the
Charter. The Water Project by 2011 PCY group and
the Food Project by PCY 2013 year group are great
examples of what the spirit of the PCY charter is all
about. Additionally the Peace Quarter project that is
owned by all PCY alumni, helps to package and spread
the news on all these initiatives and follow the progress
of fellows. The more we sustainably engage ourselves
after PCY, the more we make PCY relevant to the

world. It is my belief, that every applicant who seeks to
join the PCY, seeks to share in the spirit of the Charter
and possibly to help expand and improve upon its
provisions.

The PCY has been successful in continually bringing
together talented youth from across the globe. In
return fellows are to continue to work together, not
just when we are in Osaka, but also when we have
travelled back to our homes. I believe that by

continually working in a coordinated way from
all over the world, we will gain more

fulfilment in our fellowship.
Finally, getting the world to know

about our projects and ideas is a
major way to make PCY not just

relevant to us, but also to those who
have not yet had the opportunity to share

a Sushi with us in Osaka. This is why we
need to feed the world with positive and

progressive information through our Journal, the Peace
Quarter. If we do not tell our story, it will not be
known. The last bit of our Charter states:

“We will forge a partnership between alumni and future
conference participants,

and develop and expand forums of communication for the
realization and enrichment

of a cohesive community. We empower ourselves to be
leaders in the furtherance

of our values, at all levels of society, motivating and
organizing others to advocate

and act alongside us in our pursuit of peace”

We therefore need to keep the communication going,
let’s get active on our social media pages, the email
pools and our journal. Let’s connect, let’s communicate,
and let’s spread peace! •

In November 2010, a group of about 40 youth met
at the corridors of Osaka to commit themselves

and their peers to the improvement of society in
making it a peaceful and better place.

Dennis K. A. Penu
PCY 2010
Ghana

“If we do not tell our story, it
will not be known.”



Before we have a look at some ideas behind its weak
growth performance, let us define what economic
growth means.

The book introduces economic growth as increase
in value of national income; goods and
services produced in a given country. It
identifies that countries with fast
economic growth tend to have a better
living standards than those with
negative growth rate. However,
development and growth are different
concepts that are closely related. So
the question is, why does the African
continent have slow economic growth
and African nations have been unable to
eradicate poverty?

The author identifies these might be the
reasons:

Geography
Fifteen African countries are landlocked and the

coastline of the continent is straight with a very few
bays, inlets, or natural ports which makes it extremely
hard for international trade.

Climate
Agriculture is usually initial point for economic

development and is also main source of food, income,
and employment across Africa. However long, dry
seasons followed by rainy seasons are not conducive for
many kinds of productive agriculture. These climate
conditions as well as huge deserts and low soil quality
have an impact on economic outcomes.

Neighbouring effect
Because economies interact with each other, it is

possible that some countries have slowgrowing

economies because their neighbouring countries'
economies do so as well. If a country has troubles with
its economy or is in conflict, then it will cause
difficulties to its neighbour to perform trade. This
unfortunate fate has led to regional stagnation.

Prevalence to conflict
Violent conflicts have been identified as one of the

main reasons for Africa's poor development
performance. Conflicts have happened frequently

and for long periods, sometimes spilling
over to bordering countries.

Poverty trap
This idea suggests that African

economies are so short of resources
that they cannot generate savings to
invest enough to make decent step to
other economic level. Saying simply,

the continent is too poor to grow fast.

Shock vulnerability
Because African economies are not diverse they

remain dependant on undiversified commodities like
coffee. African nations are vulnerable to shocks such as
price drops of their product or unpredictable weather
changes. Those risks make it complicated to manage
economy. •

Nowadays, many development agencies have
focus on African countries and their goal is to

eliminate poverty. Despite the fact that big flow of
foreign aid is forwarded to Africa, its economic
growth remains poor.

Challenges in African
economic growth

Firuza Umarova
PCY 2013
Tajikistan

World issues
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A short review of Todd J. Moss' book: «African Development:
Making Sense of the Issues and Actors»



Fellows

Probably most, if not all, of the PCY alumni have heard
of what happened, and still happens, in Iraq. Peace is
something Iraq, like other countries, hasn’t seen in years.
The PCY charter put me together with future leaders from
around the world so we can help each other build a better
tomorrow for all. I have learnt so much from them as well
as from our mentors, and, definitely, from his
holiness the Dalai Lama the 14th during the
closing conference. PCY was one of the
greatest opportunities of I’ve had, which
led me to make important decisions in my
life. •

My name is Marwa, an alumnus of PCY 2010 from
Iraq, Baghdad.

Fellows corner

“Peace is something Iraq, like other countries,
hasn’t seen in years.”

Marwa Hadi Al Mumin
PCY 2010
Iraq
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My most memorable PCY activity involved all of us working
together to come up with as many ideas so that we could create a
business plan aimed at helping vulnerable populations. I was
fascinated, and even astonished by opinions offered by participants
from overseas, as their ideas were completely new to me; I felt they
had much to contribute. This aim was not easy to achieve, because
we were uncertain about the level of literacy amongst the people
we wanted to help. However, we were finally able to combine our
thinking and produce a set of plans for our proposal. This felt like
solving a puzzle and was very satisfying. Through the help and
support of other PCY participants, I believe I have grown
personally, and have become a more patient and confident person.

I really valued and enjoyed my experiences at the PCY. I had
not previously realized that there were so many people concerned
about poverty and helping people in need. Through my
involvement with the PCY, my interest in these areas has grown,
and I feel that I would like to do more to help such people
independently in the future. •

Hi, my name is Shoma Yamano, I am
from Osaka, Japan, and I took part in

the PCY 2012. I am an undergraduate student at a
Japanese university studying geology as my major.

Shoma Yamano
PCY 2012
Japan

“I believe I have grown personally, and have become
a more patient and confident person.”



Peace programs

I began asking what I can do while calling Albanians
citizens to actively participate in building the (young)
Albanian democracy, urging today the Albanian
institutions to create the conditions so that young
Albanians can give their contribution in building their
country and heading tomorrow toward national and/or
international spaces of decision making in addressing
issues of democracy and human rights.

Growing in a modest family with not
much in terms of material resources, I
remember I used to dream of speaking
different languages, travelling around
the world and meeting new cultures,
different people, learning about them,
their needs, their dreams … to see if
in different parts of this globe
different people could be committed to
the same “change”. As I was growing
up, I started little by little to build up my
dream for change. My strong will to make
a difference made me work hard and endure
through sacrifices. Obtaining several scholarships I
was able to finish my studies graduating both in my
bachelor and master, ahead of time, summa cum laude.

“Through education, we teach children not to hate.
Through education, we raise leaders who act with
wisdom and compassion. Through education, we
establish a true, lasting culture of peace,” said
SecretaryGeneral Ban Kimoon at a UN General
Assembly forum.

Sadly in my country there is a sensible lack of quality
control both for the public and licensed private

education institutions. Brain gain policies, whenever
present, seem ineffective resulting in brain drain. The
greatest concern comes from the lack of internal
conditions, for the Albanian youth to actively and
effectively contribute to the prosperity and
development of the country lato sensu. When I first
applied to the 100 Bar None scholarship, I had been
working to bring the Wake Up Call to Albania(ns). I
rejoiced when I received the communication from the

One Young World (OYW) organizing team that
I had been shortlisted to finalize the

application and soon learn that I was
granted the sponsorship for
representing my country, Albania.

One Young World has given to all
of us, young leaders, not only a
platform within which to interact,
exchange and join forces but has put
us in direct contact with

entrepreneurs, philanthropists, and
world leaders. Professor Yunus’ words;

feel the power within you, and ask
yourself what are you going to do – urges

me to learn, work and make all I do useful and
socially responsible.

We can argue that, we, young people, are ever more
an inspired “product “of our past and present, of our
struggles and successes, of the people that blessed us
by coming into our lives, people that through their
passion, devotion and hope showed us that daring is
just one step away from accomplishing. As my favorite

counselor Carole Stone told us during ‘Women’ Up’
Session in Pittsburgh “we are defined by the company
we keep”.

Doing, rather than just talking is to me the key
for moving forth.

Thoughts from a “One
Young World” Ambassador
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Enika Bushi
PCY 2013
Albania

“Through education, we teach children not
to hate. Through education, we raise leaders
who act with wisdom and compassion.
Through education, we establish a true,
lasting culture of peace”



Peace programs

Without the 100 Bar None sponsorship I would not
have been able to partake in the truly inspirational,
touching, energizing and entirely moving exchanges
that took place in Pittsburgh. It was within the
summit that I personally could meet with
The Schoolbag board (see links below)
and now happily opening a branch in
Rome, Italy. In line with my
“empowerment” passion, I am
currently a Student and Youth
Ambassador to the World Congress
on Access to Postsecondary
Education (see links below). In
addition to these new commitments I
am keen on collaborating with other
NGO’s like Continental Rescue Africa (see
links below) for the ‘Being the Change’
Booklet. In short, in the past years when I feel I
can contribute to youth empowerment I tend not to shy
away.

During OYW Pittsburgh Summit I saw that
different people across continents are today resolute for
empowerment, for progress, for education. Education
understood not as a luxury but rather a necessity to the
world. Through education, young people worldwide can
show their true potential and move forward bringing
alternative solutions to the problems we face today. The
same problems that our elders seem unable to solve.
While education alone cannot end poverty, it certainly
changes people’s perspectives. In my view, being a good
citizen does not mean to be wealthy, but rather to be
generous, in committing to put to service all our
potential. A common denominator of all OYW
Ambassadors has been proved to be this spirit of
generosity.

My plea to all those youngsters who are reading this
article: never quit demanding, never settle knowing
that the responsibility for change lies on everyone’s
shoulders. If government policies fail to achieve the
desired change then the civil society should be ready to
step in, having particular regard to vulnerable
categories. Through empowerment and education,
together, we can unlock the doors of freedom. I direct
my call (our call) to all of you, to continue to challenge
and dare to make a difference. •

Links:
www.oneyoungworld.com
www.theschoolbag.org
www.eanworldcongress.org

www.continentalrescueafrica.com
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“For me being the change, means being a
champion of possibilities”

– Leo Johnson



I can already hear the pessimistic voices screaming in
the background: “Get off the stage; we need someone
realistic!” No. You do not. You need visionaries. You
need people who don’t take the world as it is and
the status quo in which we live as impossible
to change. Call me naïve but I will remain
stubborn and hold onto my conviction
that our generation can change this
world for the better, however small
this contribution may be.

My name is Oliver, I’m a 24year
old activist currently reading for a
Master’s in International Law at the
University of Cambridge. A little over
two years ago I got involved with what
would transform the way I would look at
the world: Global Zero – a world without
nuclear weapons. The destructions caused by the
atomic bombs in Nagasaki and Hiroshima are timeless
warnings to mankind that such atrocities should never
be committed again. The only effective solution I see in
this is the elimination of all nuclear weapons.

You’re probably asking yourself: “Is such a world
even remotely possible? Such weapons of mass
destruction have existed for decades; surely they’re not
going to vanish just like that?” That’s right; they’re not.

But I like to stick to my personal
creed which Margaret Mead
expressed so well: “Never doubt that
a small group of thoughtful,

committed citizens can change the
world; indeed, it’s the only thing that

ever has.” If one always waited for
change to happen we might still have

slavery in the United States, or smallpox
would still claim the lives of thousands of people. If

we make our voices heard, why should a nuclear
weapons free world be so unrealistic?

There are still about 17,000 of these deadly weapons
spread across the globe, posing a danger to all nations
through the risks of theft, accidental or erroneous use,
and even military escalation. Global Zero has emerged
in the past five years as one of the most innovative
organizations working toward this goal by 2030,
combining international student activism with more
than 175 campus chapters in 25 countries and public
campaigning by over 300 highprofile leaders from all
sectors of society.

Making use of the extensive communication and
policymaking training I received at the Reaching Zero
Summit 2012 at Yale University, I have founded and co
founded the Manchester and Cambridge Global Zero
Chapters, raising awareness of this important issue

Imagine a world without nuclear weapons. A
world in which dialogue, not nuclear deterrence,

rules the balance of power.

Global Zero – A World
without Nuclear Weapons

“Never doubt that a small group of
thoughtful, committed citizens can

change the world; indeed, it’s the
only thing that ever has.”

Oliver Rieche
PCY 2011
Germany

Peace programs
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amongst the student body through highlevel events.
For example, we invited speakers such as Tony Clarke,
the Green Party’s National Spokesperson on
International Affairs, and Bruce Kent, VicePresident
of the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, to engage
with students. It is crucial that the young generation be
brought to an awareness of this often overlooked but
nevertheless omnipresent threat to their future security
and prosperity.

Indeed, nuclear weapons states continue to fail to
make a strong case on how such weapons of mass
destruction make our world more secure. Why is it that
states like Australia, Germany, or Japan are in the
position to build nuclear weapons but specifically
choose not to? One could almost assume that only a
recreation of the horrors of Hiroshima would get
certain politicians to understand the imminent threat
we are currently exposed to. The Cuban Missile Crisis
in 1962 should have been lesson enough that we are a
push of a button away from World War Three.
Ironically, while countries such as the UK still battle
with the aftermath of the financial crisis it is
those countries which continue to invest
billions of pounds into nuclear weapons
defence mechanisms. Should such a
trend continue other countries will
soon claim the right to possess such
weapons; not because they believe
those weapons will make the world
more secure but because they feel
threatened.

Just recently I returned from the
Clinton Global Initiative University in
Arizona representing Global Zero
Cambridge. Speaking to dozens of student
leaders as well as public figures, such as Bill Drayton,
CEO of Ashoka, the movement not only gained more

support but it most importantly proved to me that
there are many young people out there who do
extraordinary things. I realised that there are no real
borders in the world: When so many visionaries
exchange ideas, enrich discussions and form concrete
solutions advancing humanity, this is truly the first step
towards world peace.

All my other projects – whether they included
assisting asylum seekers in Malaysia, working with
underprivileged children in Bolivia and rural cocoa
farmers in the Dominican Republic or discussing the
Millennium Development Goals at the United Nations
in New York – are with a view to bringing people
together and recognising that we do not live in self
contained bubbles: the globalised world we live in today
has long ago made us responsible not only for our own
lives but for those around us.

While getting a good education is key, textbooks
won’t teach you anything about mutual understanding
and intercultural communication. You have to make the

first move, discover the world and get active
around issues that inspire you. It doesn’t

come as a surprise that it’s not always
easy. I have faced and continue to face a
lot of opposition – otherwise such a
movement wouldn’t be necessary in
the first place! But my continued
faith in a world where people take
action for what they believe in keeps
me going; it drives me to do my best

to win my opponents over.

In the end, we have to ask ourselves in
which kind of a world we would like to live.

It requires not only conviction and sticking to
one’s values but also perseverance. Nuclear weapons
can be eliminated once we leave our nationcentric
views behind and adopt more global and sustainable
perspectives. We need to keep pressuring governments
that the idea that national security should be based on
the threat of mass destruction is outdated and belongs
to the confines of the 20th century. I am proud to
belong to Generation Y. Indeed, I am convinced we are
going to disprove our lazy, selfish and selfentitled
nicknames which precede us – join us. •

Links:
Global Zero website:
www.globalzero.org
Global Zero Cambridge Facebook Page:
www.facebook.com/gzcambridge

Global Zero Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2doFTYLK2q8

Contact: oliver.rieche@gmail.com

Peace programs
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Acknowledgement
Thanks to all the authors and people who contributed

to this second edition of our quarterly! •

Next steps
Next edition is due in July! As usual, send in your

contributions by July 1st, 2014 to the following address:

peacequarterly@gmail.com

The board members will gladly answer any
questions, and will offer support if you feel
like contributing but aren't sure how, or
what to talk about. •

Join us?
The editorial board needs fresh

collaboration! If you have a few
moments to spare next quarter, and feel
like participating in the elaboration of the
next edition, please contact us! We always
need new ideas and extra eyes to proof read our
articles and edit the paper. •

Where?
Peace Quarter will initially be diffused on the PCY

Fellow Facebook page
www.facebook.com/groups/PCYfellow

and the JCI Osaka website
pcy.osakajc.or.jp

And of course, feel free to share it online, and to
your friends and family! •




